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ABSTRACT Internet usage has grown dramatically since the early years of its inception. The rich field of
data provided by internet users in interaction with digital media content can provide insight into web-based
navigation behavior and underlying psychological dimensions. Human–computer interaction in the web is
an underutilized source of data for understanding human online behavior. While researchers and usability
testing services do use these sources to analyze human behavior and user experience, access to the diverse
range of other potentially useful data available during web-based interaction for research is limited. In this
paper, we propose a novel tool in the form of a web browser extension, referred to as Latent, which can be
used to simultaneously capture information from different sources while users interact with digital content.
The data acquisition capabilities of Latent makes it suitable for various research purposes, ranging from
studies of usability to decision-making and personality. A particular advantage of Latent is that the method
and control of data acquisition is completely transparent to the user. We present the architecture of the web
browser extension, describe the data that can be acquired, and report on the residual impact of the tool on
the user’s computer processing resources.
INDEX TERMS Browser extension, data acquisition, Human–computer interaction, web search.
I. INTRODUCTION

Since Sir Tim Berners-Lee’s invention of the World Wide
Web in 1989, internet usage has increased from a few thousand users to more than four billion [1]. The number of
searches per day has reached 2 trillion in Google alone [2],
the content has become more complex, and websites and
applications have become more sophisticated. Today, it is
normal for companies, products and services to have a digital
website or a webstore presence and the Internet provides an
essential platform for social gathering and sharing of content
and experiences.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was You Yang.
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The surge of e-commerce platforms, social media, websites and online services has been accompanied by extensive
efforts to enhance user-friendly experiences, retain customers
and users, inform customization, and conduct targeted marketing. Several tools and services allow online website tracking in order to follow users’ behaviour, preferences and
habits and analyse user interactions with websites and stores.
Generally, these tools collect information on traffic data, most
visited pages, user time per page, activity heat maps and other
user-relevant data. This is done using a script embedded in
the webpage content that sends data to the web service’s
server. The website owner then accesses a dashboard to view
user interaction statistics. For research purposes, one possible

2169-3536 2019 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only.
Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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drawback with existing approaches is that they only provide
a limited set of functionalities, restricted to a limited number
of user interaction events, such as the number of hovers
or clicks in a specific area of interest. Due to the use of
specific scripts for each website, online browsing tracking is
limited to supported websites, sometimes without the user’s
knowledge. Furthermore, it is often not possible to evaluate
user interactions during sessions in which the web behaviour
moves across several websites.
Some research has analysed human behaviour based on
web browsing data [3]. Typically, previous work is based
on features such as the duration of the visit or clickstream
to model the consumer search [4], or researchers compare
behaviours within and across websites [5]. Some researchers
take a more complex approach to evaluate users’ browsing
behaviour, such as the application of text classification [6] or
an algorithm to calculate the weight of a particular web page
based on related actions [7]. Several scientific studies have
focussed on the extraction of personality traits from keyboard
and mouse behaviour [8]–[11], while others have detected
and described repeated mouse movement patterns [12]. The
necessary raw data for these kinds of analyses are not normally available on most tracking tools and services, which
depending on the goals, are more dedicated to analysis of
e-metric values or specific behaviours. Opportunities for
research on users and human browsing behaviour are often
hindered by the lack of flexibility of existing tools that do
not therefore enable the researcher to tap into and acquire the
relevant data.
This paper presents a new data collection tool to monitor
web browsing behaviour, referred to as Latent. We focus in
the present paper on the tool’s flexibility and its impact on
system performance. Latent consists of a web browser extension that is able to monitor and record all browsing behaviour.
The tool does not process the data and data analysis resides
with the user, thus allowing for a high degree of flexibility.
Taking into consideration that sensitive data are present
in many web search activities, features are incorporated into
our tool to safeguard privacy and security. For example,
the extension provides the user with the means to control what
parameters are recorded, allowing greater transparency. This
tool has a wide range of potential applications, such as studies of user interfaces, website-specific navigation behaviour,
decision-making processes or personality traits.
In the following sections, we present, firstly, related work
about web browsing data acquisition tools. Second, we introduce the proposed tool in detail, focusing on the architecture
data that can be acquired. Third, a validation is performed by
studying the impact of the system on the computer resources.
Finally, we summarize the possible information that can
be extracted with the tool and present possible use case
scenarios.
II. RELATED WORK

The interaction of the user during regular computer use
can be recorded by programs like ViewletBuilder [13] from
77660

Qarbon, Camtasia from TechSmith, and CamCorder [14]
from Microsoft Office. These systems record a video that
could be edited in the end.
A wide variety of tools were developed to improve user
experience. Web developers and web designers use these
tools to test their websites and evaluate them according
to the reports and visualization tools usually produced.
Most of these software include the acquisition of mouse
movement tracking and clicks, and record the session
to further replay [15]–[18]. Some tools include specific
reports, related to psychological analysis. CrazyEgg [15]
and MouseFlow [19], for example, relate time with attention,
while ClickTale [20] evaluates optimal mindset or mindstate
changes. Although several tools already exist to analyse user
behaviour, these are paid services used for limited purposes.
Some extensions can also be installed to monitor user
activity on the web. HYFY Recorder [21] is an extension that
records a video with the screen, face and voice. Remouse [22]
is an extension capable of replaying the mouse movements,
but without returning the original values.
Gamboa [23] developed a client-server application for web
pages monitoring called WIDAM. This system has a client
application that sends a message to a server for each input of
the mouse or keyboard event. The message includes information about the event, the mouse position, the DOM-Object
identification and time. In contrast with previous services
described, this has the advantage of recording raw mouse
movements data easily used by others in different studies.
A detailed comparison between the existing tools and
Latent is presented in Table 1.
III. OVERVIEW OF LATENT

Latent is a data acquisition platform which gathers web
browser interaction data. The architecture consists of three
layers: web browser extension, web server and database
(Fig. 1).

FIGURE 1. Latent platform architecture. The browser extension
communicates with the web server via web sockets, which then saves the
data to a database.

The main component of the platform is the web browser
extension, which handles all the tasks related to data acquisition. The current version consists of a Google Chrome
browser extension, although the concept works for different
browsers.
The web server layer consists of a Python script that uses
Tornado as the web server library [24]. Lastly, the database
layer is provided by a NoSQL MongoDB database. These two
layers can be replaced by custom developed layers according
to the researchers’ needs. The communication between a
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 1. Comparison table of related work.

browser extension and the web server is made via secure
WebSockets [25].
A. WEB BROWSER EXTENSION

The web browser extension layer is organized into three
components that communicate via a messaging system. These
components, which depend on the Google Chrome extension architecture, are the background, the foreground and the
pop-up (Fig. 2).

FIGURE 3. Latent web browser extension acquisition control UI. On top,
from left to right, the buttons are: Open options page; turn on/off the
acquisition preview; open the acquisition results page; ‘‘about’’
information. The bottom button is to start/stop the acquisitions.

to acquire media devices dependent data, and also to access
geolocation data. The foreground runs within each browser
window tab and is responsible for acquiring navigation specific data. The pop-up consists on the user interface (UI) for
acquisition control (Fig. 3). The extension also has an options
page to configure the acquisition methods and media devices
used (Fig. 4).
B. DATA ACQUISITION
FIGURE 2. Latent web browser extension components. The components
communicate via a messaging system. The pop-up exerts control on the
background and foreground components. The background is responsible
for acquiring media data, and the foreground for acquiring browser
interaction data.

The background is always running and is responsible for
the extension main logic. It has access to all browser extension APIs. It is responsible for managing the extension state,
VOLUME 7, 2019

The goal of Latent is to be as flexible as possible, allowing
the highest number of possible use cases to be derived from
the data collected. For that reason, we chose to enable the
collection of all the available data we could collect from
a web browser interaction experience. The Latent extension enables the collection of the following data: mouse
interaction; keyboard interaction; geolocation; browser tab
screenshots; audio from microphone; video camera snapshots; Document Object Model (DOM); and browser and
77661
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FIGURE 4. Latent web browser extension options page UI. Each icon
represents an acquisition data type. When selected for acquisition they
are blue, and when not selected they are grey. The Audio, Snapshots and
Screenshots have extra options symbolized by the downward arrows.

right mouse button (depending on the mouse configuration),
or when pressing the context menu key on the keyboard. The
wheel event is associated with the movement of the mouse
wheel. The scroll event is not directly associated with the
mouse. It is triggered when the page is scrolled, vertically or
horizontally, by mouse or keyboard.
The mouse movement gives us an idea of the places the
user moved through. It is known that there is some relation
between the mouse pointer position and eye gaze [26]–[28].
Although this alignment may change under different circumstances, they are still generally related. This supports the
choice of using mouse movement as an indicator of user
focus. During the mouse movement the HTML hovered element XPath [29] is also collected (see Table 2). The XPath is
only valid when the mouse hovers over a valid DOM element.
On the case of Flash websites, it is not possible to gather
this information since a Flash website is basically a kind
of animation video, so there is no available DOM tree that
represents most of the visible elements.
Data is collected via Javascript addEventListener method
calls applied to the document object. Each call is attached to
a specific event associated with the type of mouse interaction
we want collect (see Table 2). Within the context of the
addEventListener callback, the data is extracted from the
MouseEvent object (passed to the callback) properties and
sent to the web server.
2) KEYBOARD INTERACTION

FIGURE 5. Latent web browser extension acquisition data types. Each
data type can be configured for acquisition and will be sent from the web
browser to the server over the Internet.

tab settings. All these sources can be configured, except
browser and tab settings. The user has the flexibility to choose
what to collect in any acquisition session (Fig. 5).
1) MOUSE INTERACTION

The mouse is the main computer peripheral used to interact
with the web browser. For that reason, it can provide most of
the relevant data from user browsing behaviour. The extension collects the mouse position on the browser window;
the buttons clicked (left and right); and scroll behaviour
associated with the mouse wheel. These data are collected
within the context of five mouse events: mousemove, click,
contextmenu, wheel and scroll. The mousemove event is
triggered whenever the mouse moves, as the name indicates.
Whenever any button is clicked the click event is triggered.
The contextmenu event is triggered, when the user clicks the
77662

The keyboard is the second main computer peripheral, and
the main tool for text introduction. Evaluating the keyboard
interaction is important to track user search profiles, form
filling, and other actions associated with text insertion. Aside
from the letters and numbers pressed, the Shift, Alt and
Control keys, and Caps Lock are also tracked (see Table 2).
To ensure protection when entering data-sensitive username and password with the keyboard, data is never collected
when the KeyDown event detected and password input event
occurs. This prevents the acquisition of sensitive data that
could comprise user security.
As stated in the Mouse Interaction sub-section, the data
is also collected via a Javascript addEventListener method
call applied to the document object. In this case, the event
listened is keydown. Within the context of the addEventListener callback, the data is extracted from the KeyboardEvent
object (passed to the callback) properties and sent to the web
server.
3) GEOLOCATION

Geolocation is not browser navigation specific data but it is
sometimes important to know the physical location of the
user. This data is collected whenever a new browser tab is
created. This type of data is subject to browser permissions
approval on the extension installation (see Table 2).
The Javascript API used to collect the geolocation data
is window.navigator.geolocation which returns a Geolocation object. The method getCurrentPosition, belonging to the
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 2. Latent acquisition data types detailed information. The unit ‘‘px’’ correspond to pixels and the in italic format is identified each data type.
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previous object, is used to retrieve the geolocation data, which
is sent to the server after the acquisition.
4) SCREENSHOTS

To better analyse the user behaviour and intentions while
navigating, it is important to know what is being rendered on
the screen (see Table 2). For that reason, active browser tab
screenshots are collected every second, with the time interval
being a setting that can be configured.
Because the main goal is to have a general idea of what
the user is seeing, the quality of the JPEG image is low and
pixelated. The criteria were to reduce the data size as much
as possible but still allow the visual content to be perceived.
For screenshot capture, the Google Chrome tabs API
(chrome.tabs) is used, more specifically, the captureVisibleTab method. Within its callback, the Base64 data is collected and sent to the server.
5) AUDIO

The audio collected from the microphone is not browser
navigation specific data, but it can provide valuable insight
into user behaviour and environment during web browsing
(see Table 2). To be able to acquire audio, the user needs to
manually give the browser media permissions.
The collection of audio data is based on the Javascript
Web Audio API. A call to the method getUserMedia from
window.navigator.getMediaDevices interface asks for user
permission to collect audio media on the web browser,
and retrieves a Promise that resolves to a MediaStream
object. Within the context of the resolving callback a window.AudioContext object is created to which are attached
to the media stream and a script processor node. Whenever there is audio data available on the buffer, the onaudioprocess event, belonging to the script processor node,
is fired with the buffer data. A callback method is attached
to that event where the data is gathered and sent to the
server.
6) SNAPSHOTS

One of the data acquired is video camera snapshots every
ten seconds (a time interval that can be configured). The snapshots are useful for research where the image allows to match
facial expressions with keyboard or mouse behaviour. It can
also be applied in usability tests or psychology experiments.
See Table 2 for additional information.
To acquire the snapshots we use a combination of MediaDevices API and Canvas API. A call to the method getUserMedia from window.navigator.getMediaDevices interface
asks for user permission to collect video media on the
web browser, and retrieves a Promise that resolves to
a MediaStream object. Within the context of the resolving callback, a canvas instance is created and a call to
the drawImage method captures a snapshot of the video.
Afterwards, the data is converted to Base64 and sent to the
server.
77664

7) DOCUMENT OBJECT MODEL (DOM)

According to [30], the ‘‘Document Object Model is a
platform- and language-neutral interface that will allow programs and scripts to dynamically access and update the content, structure and style of documents. The document can
be further processed and the results of that processing can
be incorporated back into the presented page’’. The DOM
will be important to match XPath data with HTML document
structure (see Table 2).
The DOM is acquired using the serializeToString method
from the XMLSerializer interface, with the document object
as the argument. This method returns an XML string representing a DOM tree. Taking into consideration the current Javascript ecosystem with all the frontend frameworks
and asynchronous behaviours, we used the MutationObserver
interface to watch for changes on the DOM tree and capture
those changes. Whenever a change is detected the XML string
is captured and sent to the server.
8) BROWSER AND TAB SETTINGS

During a page reload or tab creation, some settings are collected to allow a better definition of the conditions in which
the browsing experience is running (see Table 2).
This settings are collected via standard Web APIs. The
page URL is acquired via window.location.href; the browser
settings use the Window and Navigator interfaces properties. The browser tab information is gathered through the
chrome.tabs API.
C. DATA COLLECTION

After data acquisition, the Latent user needs to access the data
stored on the web server. There are several options available,
as long as the user knows how to program, but for the less
computer savvy user, we present two simple options: using
MongoDB’s GUI, Compass; or using Latent’s data extraction
script.
Compass is MongoDB’s standard GUI application and is
very simple to use. It allows data browsing, visualization
and exporting. It is possible to export the whole database or
just some documents (MongoDB’s table equivalent) to JSON
or CSV formats. It can run on the server machine or any
computer that can access the server remotely.
The data extraction script is a Python script that also
exports the data to CSV, but it creates a separate file for each
interaction. It runs on the server machine or any computer that
can access the server remotely. The DOM data is not exported
on a CSV file because the XML string breaks the column
separation. Because of that, every DOM string is exported as
a TXT file. The Audio data is exported in CSV and also as a
WAV file.
IV. VALIDATION

The adherence to a new tool is dependent on its efficacy and
efficiency. The nature of the Latent platform imposes some
performance validation tests, on server requests, database
VOLUME 7, 2019
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space needs and impact on computer performance, more
specifically browser performance.
A. DATABASE SIZE

As previously stated, Latent generated data is stored in
a NoSQL database. For proper system dimensioning it is
important to have an idea of the hard drive space requirements
for common data acquisition tasks. The data formats stored
are audio blobs, base64 image data and general text. We shall
analyse each format in more detail and show its disk space
footprint.
1) AUDIO BLOB

The audio blobs consist of a list of numbers representing
sound intensities. With a fixed sample rate of 44100 Hz,
each sample takes about 2.268 × 10−5 seconds to acquire.
A buffer of 2048 samples is being used, so it takes about
4.645 × 10−2 seconds to sample the whole buffer (blob)
and send to the server. From this, we reach a value of about
21 blobs per second. Since each blob is about 0.02 MB,
every second it is generated around 0.42 MB of audio data.
For a clearer idea, using longer acquisition times we have:
• 1 minute : 25.2 MB
• 30 minutes : 756 MB
• 1 hour : 1512 MB
2) BASE64 IMAGE DATA

Regarding image data, Latent collects screenshots and snapshots, both as Base64 data. The default sampling rates for
screenshots and snapshots are 1 Hz and 0.1 Hz, respectively.
The screenshots data size depends on the browser window size (which depends on the screen size for the upper
limit), pixel density and colour palette. A sample of different
screenshots taken from 50 random sites, using the browser
in full-screen size, on a 23 inches screen with 1920 × 1080
pixels of resolution, was collected. We used the Random
Website Machine1 to browse through the random websites.
The computed data size was, on average, 0.04 MB. The data
size for various acquisition times are:
• 1 minute : 2.4 MB
• 30 minutes : 72 MB
• 1 hour : 144 MB
The snapshots data size also depends on the same characteristics as the screenshots. However, in this case, the image
has a fixed size of 640 × 480 pixels. The image content will
depend on who or what is behind the camera. For data size
estimation, we collected around 70 samples with different
configurations: single person, multiple persons, no persons,
and different backgrounds. The computed data size was,
on average, 0.05 MB. The data size for various acquisition
times are:
• 1 minute : 3 MB
• 30 minutes : 90 MB
• 1 hour : 150 MB
1 from whatsmyip.org [31]
VOLUME 7, 2019

3) STRUCTURED TEXT DATA

Within this category falls all other data stored as text. There
are two main types: HTML DOM data and other key-value
pair data.
The key-value pair data like the mouse, keyboard, geolocation, and settings require an average of 200 bytes per
acquisition. The mouse is the one which produces more data
since it creates a data sample for each movement.
The HTML DOM string is a lot more data intensive and
depends on the page structure. This type of data is acquired
every time a page loads or whenever the DOM is updated.
To compare websites with distinct structures we collected
data from six pages, apparently different in terms of elements
and size. Google Search page and Youtube are two examples
included as opposite cases.
The estimated data size for the different types of pages, that
were merged into four groups similar in size, is:
• Light size2 : ∼ 0.03 MB
• Medium size3 : ∼ 0.25 MB
• Heavy size4 : ∼ 0.75 MB
• Very Heavy size5 : ∼ 1.1 MB
B. SERVER REQUESTS

In this section, we estimate the maximum number of requests
(i.e. messages sent via the WebSockets connection) per second, that the extension sends to the server.
For every page load or reload, there are at least 5 requests
sent to the server. Firstly, the web socketconnection (a.k.a.
handshake) is established. Second, once this initial data
is sent, four requests (messages) are sent with data: tab
URL; browser settings; geolocation; and HTML DOM string.
Finally, after all this initial data is sent, the extension starts
listening for mouse, keyboard, and DOM update events and
sending audio, screenshots and snapshots according to their
acquisition rates. As previously stated, there are 21 audio blob
requests per second, one screenshot request per second and
one snapshot request every 10 seconds. Mouse and keyboard
data do not have a fixed acquisition rate, hence not being
easily quantifiable.
To quantify more precisely the maximum number of
requests per second, we acquired data for 1 minute during
some random navigation experience. The estimated value is
the total number of requests during that time divided by the
time of the experience. The results were approximately 42
requests per second.
Besides this, we can also evaluate possible limitations associated with the TCP/IP protocol, which allows 216 = 65536
connections per client IP. Since the web browser extension
only establishes a maximum of 4 web socket connections
with the server per tab at any given time, the web browser
would need to have ∼ 16384 opened tabs to reach the protocol
connection limit. This large number allows us to comfortably
2 https://www.tutorialspoint.com/
3 https://www.google.com/
4 https://www.youtube.com/
5 https://www.google.com/search?q=content+heavy+sites&tbm=isch
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assume that the browser extension will not exceed any TCP/IP
protocol limitation.
To minimize possible lagging associated with data
production/sending rates, several WebSockets are created to established dedicated communication channels
for data-heavy interactions. There are separate WebSockets for audio, snapshots and screenshots. Mouse,
keyboard, geolocation, DOM and settings, all share the same
WebSocket.
C. BROWSER PERFORMANCE

To test how the extension affects the CPU usage percentage
and available memory, tests scripts were developed using
Python language. They consist of two threads running in
parallel: one sample the computer system usage data every
second, and the other runs the tests. The system utilization
data were collected with the Python module psutil. It collected the CPU percentage, total virtual memory, and available virtual memory. The extension usage tests were created
using Selenium Python and Chrome WebDriver to control
Google Chrome.
Every test has the same structure. It starts with a
five-minute acquisition of system resources data (Pre-test
interval), followed by a five-minute test (Test interval),
and ends with another five-minute of system resources
data (Post-test interval). These two five-minute intervals
exist to acquire the system baseline before and after the
test. They also allow us to examine the browser activation/deactivation delays. During the Test interval, when the
extension is active, the following interactions are being captured: Geolocation; Screenshots; Audio; Snapshots; DOM;
and Browser and Tab settings. The tests consist of opening
one or several web pages at the same time and capture the
data associated with the interactions during the whole test
period.
Each test is ran 30 times and we compute the mean signal
for each characteristic and work with that signal for the
analysis. For all tests the web server was running on a desktop
PC with the following characteristics:
• Operating System: Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS (64-bit)
• Processor:
Intel R CoreTM i5-6500 CPU @
3.20GHz × 4
• Memory: 7.7 GB
• Graphics: Intel R HD Graphics 530 (Skylake GT2)
The computer running the browser had the following
characteristics:
• Operating System: Ubuntu 16.04 LTS (64-bit)
• Processor: Intel R CoreTM i5-6500 CPU @ 3.20GHz×4
• Memory: 7.7 GB
• Graphics: GeForce GTX 960/PCIe/SSE2
• Web Browser: version 70.0.3538.67 (Official Build)
(64-bit)
• Chrome Driver: version 2.43
• Python: version 3.6.5
• Selenium Python: version 3.14.1
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TABLE 3. Web browser test statistical features. The features are extracted
from the average signal of the 30 test runs.

1) WEB BROWSING WITH EMPTY TAB

The first test consists of just starting the web browser with an
empty tab and leaving it on for five minutes. The goal was to
measure the impact of the browser itself on the system. The
data gathered is presented in Fig. 6, 7 and Table 3.

FIGURE 6. Web browser test plots for CPU usage (top) and available
memory (bottom). The vertical lines define the limits of the intervals. The
first and last correspond to the system resources baseline (Pre-Test,
Post-Test), and the middle one corresponds to the static test (Test). The
grey dashed-dotted lines represent the average signal of the 30 test runs,
in black, plus or minus the standard deviation.

From Fig. 6 and 7 it is clear that the browser affects the
system resources, but not much. The CPU usage has a spike
on the moment the browser is opened but afterwards remains
stable (less than 1%) with small fluctuations. The memory
available decreases by 2% on average when the browser is
opened, as shown in Table 3. These results provide a baseline
behaviour of the system during the tests.
2) WEB BROWSING WITH ACTIVE TAB

In this case, the test starts the browser with one active tab
having a web page loaded. It runs with and without the extension to see the effect of the extension on the performance.
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TABLE 4. Web browser plus website test CPU usage statistics. The On and Off columns represent, respectively, tests using the Latent extension or not. The
features are extracted from the average signal of the 27 test runs.

TABLE 5. Web browser plus website test memory available statistical features. The On and Off columns represent, respectively, tests using the Latent
extension or not. The features are extracted from the average signal of the 27 test runs.

FIGURE 7. Web browser test box plots for CPU usage (top) and available
memory (bottom). The Pre-Test and Post-Test data corresponds to the
system resources baseline intervals data. The Test data refers to the test
itself. The data is obtained in relation to the average signal of
the 30 test runs.

Five different websites6 are also used to measure how the
extension’s behaviour may be affected by web page structure
and content. All the websites are dynamic and have large
content. Two websites belong to the e-commerce category,
another two are company websites, and the last one is a
multimedia repository. For this test we only consider 27 runs
6 Site 1: https://www.ebay.com
Site 2: https://www.youtube.com
Site 3: https://www.amazon.com
Site 4: https://www.apple.com
Site 5: https://www.microsoft.com
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as opposed to the established 30, because 3 tests were invalid.
The data is presented in Fig. 10, 11, 12, and 13, as well as
Tables 4 and 5. The figures only show data from two websites,
the one with less variability (site 4) and the one with more
variability (site 5), during the Test interval. The tables have
the complete data for all websites.
Results show a stable behaviour between websites. Even
considering specific variability, the CPU usage and memory
available data follow the same patterns for every website on
the three intervals, hence, we can consider the variability only
between having the extension active and acquiring or not.
Comparing Fig. 6 and 10, we can conclude that having a
website loaded without the extension only consumes more
memory and eventually has more CPU usage variability associated with specific website activities.
Comparing Fig. 10 and 11, it is clear that having the extension
on produces an effect on the system performance. The CPU
usage increases from an average of less than 3% to an average
of around 16%. This result is expected because when the
extension is acquiring data, many different activities start to
consume CPU resources. However, an increase of roughly
15% is not significant. When examining the maximum values, we have around 30%. Even for those cases where the
CPU usage still remains below 50%. Regarding the available
memory, we see it decreasing during the test until a minimum
value and then returning to the baseline value after the test
is finished. The behaviour is no longer constant, but the
difference between the baseline and the minimum value is
approximately 6%. When the extension is off, this difference
between baseline and the minimum value is around 3%. The
extension consumes only about extra 3% memory. In this test
scenario, the data shows that the extension has a relatively
low impact on the available memory and a bigger impact
on CPU usage, although this last one is not significant on
average.
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TABLE 6. Statistics for web browser usage with multiple sites and
multiple tabs. The values are computed from the average
signal of the 30 test runs.

FIGURE 8. Examples of information that can be extracted from the
acquired data.

FIGURE 9. Examples of mouse visualization techniques. On the left the
trajectory and on the right a heatmap.

3) WEB BROWSING WITH MULTIPLE SITES
AND MULTIPLE TABS

As new tabs are added to the web browser more system
resources area used. This test measures how the extension
may overload the system when using multiple tabs. Each tab
is loaded with a different website using the Random Website
Machine tool [31], to compensate the effects associated with
web page structure and content. The test data is shown on
Fig. 14 and 15, and Table 6.
Observing Fig. 14a (multiple tabs) and comparing it with
Fig. 10a (one tab), it becomes clear that having more tabs
77668

FIGURE 10. Web browser plus website test plots, without the use of the
Latent browser extension, for CPU usage (first and third) and available
memory (second and fourth). The vertical lines define the limits of the
intervals. The first and last correspond to the system resources baseline
(Pre-Test, Post-Test), and the middle one corresponds to the static test
(Test). The first two graphs represent the data for the website with less
variability. The last two graphs correspond to the website with more
variability. The data corresponds to the average signal of the 27 test runs.

by itself increases the CPU usage. The memory available
also decreases when using multiple tabs (Fig. 14b) versus a
single tab (Fig. 10b). Comparing between having the extension active versus not active, there is an expected difference
in the system resources consumption (Fig. 14). The two
plots on the left (Fig. 14a,b) are related to the test without
the extension. The ones on the right (Fig. 14c,d) refer to
the test with the extension. Regarding the CPU usage, with
the extension active, there was a clear increase in relation
to the test without the extension. On average, the maximum
usage was around 40%. The grey lines indicate the standard
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 11. Web browser plus website test plots, using Latent browser
extension, for CPU usage (first and third) and available memory (second
and fourth). The vertical lines define the limits of the intervals. The first
and last correspond to the system resources baseline (Pre-Test, Post-Test),
and the middle one corresponds to the static test (Test). The first two
graphs represent the data for the website with less variability. The last
two graphs correspond to the website with more variability. The data
corresponds to the average signal of the 27 test runs.

FIGURE 12. Web browser plus website test box plots, without the use of
Latent browser extension, for CPU usage (first and third) and available
memory (second and fourth). The vertical lines define the limits of the
intervals. The first and last correspond to the system resources baseline
(Pre-Test, Post-Test), and the middle one corresponds to the static test
(Test). The first two graphs represent the data for the website with less
variability. The last two graphs correspond to the website with more
variability. The data corresponds to the average signal of the 27 test runs.

deviation for the 30 tests. We can see from those lines that,
with or without the extension there was at least one test that
had a peak event around 60%. However, having multiple tabs
opened with the extension uses 16.5±5.6 (%) of CPU, versus
5.5 ± 5.3 (%). It is an increase of around 11.2%. Looking
at the available memory (Fig. 14b vs. Fig. 14d), we see a
change on the behaviour of memory consumption. Without
the extension, the memory available decreases sharply when
the browser is open with multiple tabs and remains fairly

constant during the whole time until the browser is closed.
When the extension is used, there is a first step associated
with the activation of the extension acquisition. Afterwards,
the memory continues to decrease slowly until a minimal
value. The difference between the maximum value during
Pre-test and the minimum value during Test intervals is about
6% and 8%, with the extension and without, respectively.
As before, we can see that the presence of the extension does
not have a significant impact on memory consumption.
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A. DATA VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUES
& INFORMATION EXTRACTED

Latent-acquired data allows the generation of commonly used
visualization strategies like Heatmaps, Scrollmaps or Spatial Clicks Distribution. For example, with the data acquired
during the mouse move event, it is possible to create mouse
movement trajectories, analyse movement patterns, and evaluate aspects, such as speeds and accelerations. With the
screenshot data, we have the ability to reconstruct the browsing session, estimate the time focused on a certain area of the
web page, etc. Fig. 8 shows some of the information that is
possible to extract from the various data types and in Fig. 9
are represented two visualization examples.
B. APPLICATION AREAS

Based on the diverse range of information, we can extract
from the data acquired by Latent, we propose the following
application areas:
•

•

•

•

FIGURE 13. Web browser plus website test box plots, using Latent
browser extension, for CPU usage (first and third) and available memory
(second and fourth). The vertical lines define the limits of the intervals.
The first and last correspond to the system resources baseline (Pre-Test,
Post-Test), and the middle one corresponds to the static test (Test). The
first two graphs represent the data for the website with less variability.
The last two graphs correspond to the website with more variability. The
data corresponds to the average signal of the 27 test runs.

•

V. USE CASES

The Latent platform flexibility resides on the sheer volume
of different data that it can acquire. This diversity opens up
the possibility for many different data visualizations and processing techniques. This section presents some of the possible
visualization techniques and information extracted from the
data acquired, as well as the different scenarios where we see
advantages on the use of Latent.
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•

Web usability tests: With the data acquired it is possible to get the typical information used in usability
tests [32]–[34], allowing the user to test web pages or
web applications.
Decision-making process analysis: In some scenarios,
it is more important to evaluate the thought process as
opposed to the result. If an experience is created on the
web [35], Latent is able to provide data to support the
analysis of the whole process from beginning to end.
Psychology studies: This field of research is probably one that is most likely to benefit from this extension. Analysis of behaviour and personality are good
examples [36], [37]. This can include measures that
have received less attention, such as the evaluation of
mouse behaviour, which has some potential as an indicator of personality traits.
Human resources screening tests: Personal assessment by recruitment agencies and employers, to apply,
e.g, technical tests as part of the applicant assessment
process. If these tests are applied on in online format
(like [38], [39]), it is possible to use Latent to extract
additional information about the applicant’s problem
solving approach, steps, or strategy.
Serious games: These type of games are used in many
different contexts, from education to health. In health,
serious games are sometimes used for behavioural analysis in people with mental or learning disabilities [40].
Latent could provide a deeper insight into the game play
dynamics.
Survey analysis: In cases where it is important to understand how people fill surveys [12]. The collected data
may be used to infer personality traits, or to analyse how
the structure of the survey affects the way that the survey
respondent fills out the survey. Latent is flexible enough
to extract the necessary data for the analysis.
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FIGURE 14. Web browser with multiple sites and multiple tabs test plots for CPU usage (top) and available memory
(bottom). The left plots correspond to tests performed without using the extension, and right plots correspond to tests
done with the extension.

FIGURE 15. Web browser with multiple sites and multiple tabs test box plot for for CPU usage (top) and available
memory (bottom). The left plots correspond to tests performed without using the extension, and right plots correspond to
tests done with the extension.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents the details and functionalities of a new
tool to monitor web browsing behaviour and its performance. The main goal of this tool is to collect all possible information about the user and his/her interaction with
the computer while interacting with the web. In this field,
the existing services have restricted use and the raw data is not
usually available for further investigation. Latent provides the

VOLUME 7, 2019

necessary flexibility for customized data analysis, allowing a
large number of possible use cases to be derived from the data
collected.
In terms of performance, the impact of the platform on the
system’s architecture was assessed based on database size,
server requests and browser performance. This performance
analysis also serves the estimation of costs associated with
the resources consumption.
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As expected, the audio and images, that is, screenshots
and snapshots, are data types requiring more space, resulting
in approximately 1.7 GB during one hour of data acquisition. The data types that do not have a defined acquisition
frequency, such as the keyboard, require storage space that
depends on the specific user interaction. In relation to the
server load, the requests are below 50 per second.
The browser performance was tested by assessing the CPU
and memory consumption while using the browser extension.
For a more general assessment, the trials were done on a single tab or multiple tabs configuration, using distinct websites
for each test/tab. As expected, there was an increase in the
CPU usage and memory consumption, although not to a significant level which could compromise the user interaction.
In a next step, this tool should be improved and tested. For
example, some level of data compression should be applied
to reduce memory consumption. A real scenario test with a
detailed procedure should be considered to evaluate the platform performance and errors when analysing, for example,
different ways, or user habits and preferences, of browsing the
web. This should also be assessed for multiple simultaneous
users of the platform.
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